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Every time I hear the words “Groundhog Day” I start humming that tune. You know the
one; I know you know what I’m talking about, because absolutely everyone has seen the
movie. It’s played over and over and, well you get the point. The Pennsylvania Polka. Its
Bohemian beat can be heard while the people of The Inner Circle are gathered, dressed
in their top hats and tuxedos, consulting with Punxsutawney Phil (the “seer of seers”) to
find out his prediction. Will he see his shadow, condemning us to 6 more weeks of winter
tires? Or will we be blessed with a shadow-less Phil, allowing our freshly washed car to
make it more than 4 feet before getting dirty?
Now, I always knew there was a Phil and a Will, but Malverne Mal? General Beauregard Lee? Staten Island Chuck?! Apparently this job is a lucrative one; they’re all coming out of the woodwork. However, instead of getting all these furry animals to text each
other, issue a statement and get on with things, we are at their mercy. We wait, with
bated breath, for them to come out of their hidey-holes. This year was no different. The
polls closed, results were tallied and re-tallied but the boys couldn’t seem to agree on a
decision. After what seemed like years, it was announced that the results were 3-2 in
favour of an early spring for us all!
Let me tell you, I sighed with relief. I’m not a winter person at the best of times. Having to put away the helmet in September or October only to have to wait until April the
following year to put it back on, is agonizing. Even Formula 1, which ended late last year
(November 25th) and restarts March 17th this year, has too long a break in my opinion.
But now, the long wait is over and it’s finally time. Time to shake off the cold, dust off
the gear, install the goodies you bought over the winter and get ready to make the leap
back into the saddle for the season. Contact Magazine is doing the same. You’ll notice
we’ve added feature articles, pictures, events, members’ rides and more. What can we
say; we have awesome members and a club that grows daily!
So put on your top hats folks and enjoy our first issue of 2013. This season promises
to be one worth repeating.

Jenn

BMW Clubs of Canada, Trillium
Chapter is a not for profit club. All ideas
and opinions are those of the writers and no authentication or approval
is implied by the editor or publisher.
We assume no liability for information
contained in the magazine and that
Contact remains the exclusive rights
of reproduction in printed or electronic
media for any text or photographs submitted. We reserve the right to refuse
publication, edit or modify any material
and hold such material for an indeterminate period.
Advertising
Interested in advertising?
Please contact us via email,
advertising@trillium-bmwclub.ca
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A BIG thank you goes out to Trevor Bhawanidin
for letting us use his amazing photos. Check out
his website www.tdott.me for more great shots.

PRESIDENT’S OUTREACH
Isi Papadopoulos, President
In writing this at the end of
January, I must say I have
been having some fun with
the Xi on the slippery roads
of late. Having snow tires on
the Xi makes for even more
fun! The other day while on
a snowy road on the way to
a meeting, I watched with
amazement as a motorist
managed to get her car sideways and then with surgical
precision park the car in the
exact spot in the ditch where
her eyes had been transfixed. For those who have
been to a driving school, you
may find some humour in
that! I wonder why our provincial authorities hand out
driver permits to anyone that
can master the complex task
of getting their vehicle to stop
at a stop sign. I wonder why
we don’t have similar driving
standards to say… Germany? I can go on and on for
days on this issue, but the
real focus of my message is
the invitation for all members
to dialogue with me.
The reason I took on the
job of President is to make
the Club a better place for
the members. The job of
President is a volunteer job,
and sometimes the results
of my efforts are not imme-

diately obvious and evident
– it is not like volunteering
for Mother Teresa’s Sisters
of Grace where the results
of one’s toils are evident in
the smiling faces and full
tummies of small children
in third world countries. Yet
we have results, with many
members showing smiling
faces and many of you have
provided comments, either
congratulatory or constructive suggestions. And your
comments and suggestions
are most welcome! I urge
ALL of you to provide your
thoughts and comments on
how to make this Club better. It is only with your involvement that we can truly
reflect what you want and
need in a Club.
I also ask for more of you
to become involved, even in
a small way, so you can feel
more like you are a part of
the Club family. Our meetings and social events are
a lot of fun, there are many
dynamic personalities and
it’s a good way to spend
some time with friends of
like interests. In many cases
I feel that my job is to be the
catalyst that will release the
talents and enthusiasm of
the many people we have

who volunteer their time for
the benefit of all the members. Two days ago, a friend
of mine passed away – he
was only 47. Although tragic,
Dan O’Leary’s passing is a
reminder that we must live
life to its fullest and enjoy every single day, as one never
knows what tomorrow might
bring. Dan certainly did! And
my philosophy with regards
to the Club is similar: let’s
get involved now, have fun
now, and enjoy life now! Part
of my life’s enjoyment is being a member of the Club
and all the ensuing activities
that come with that privilege.
Our Club is truly diverse.
Repeatedly I have heard that
some people think that our
Club is populated solely by
members who have old cars
and who like to frequent the
track. The truth is far from
that; our Club has changed a
lot. A large proportion of our
members drive new BMW’s.
A large proportion of our
members do not frequent
the track or the autocross,
but rather enjoy events such
as car shows, driving cruises, or social events. And
yes, there is a portion of the
membership who likes to go
to the track or the autocross.

And some even drive Vettes,
or Porsches or other makes!
It is a Club comprised of
people who have a variety
of interests, and we strive to
cater to all.
For 2013 we have many
different events planned,
such as the BMW Corporate
Corral at the ALMS event,
social events at a variety
of venues, a wine country
driving tour in the fall, car
shows, go karting events,
a ski day, our much touted
Street Survival Schools, and
of course our track and autocross events that include
driving schools, lapping, autocross competitions, racing
school and we host a BMW
Club race too! It is shaping
up to be a very busy year,
and with the involvement of
the members it will be even
more fun than last year.
As you read this, ask yourself what you would like
from your Club. Send me
an email or give me a call.
Get Involved Come to some
events! It is members like
you that make all the difference. Live your life to the
fullest!
isi@trillium-bmwclub.ca
416-678-4025

Tech Talk - Fluid Special!

Q&A with Steve Gailits, Trillium Club Treasurer & Marshall Papadopoulos,
Member at Large with questions from our readers

There are many different
types of fluid in your car:
Coolant, oil, power steering, transmission, differential and more. When should
I change these fluids?
As most of you know changing your engine oil is a must.
Along with the oil filter, they
will need to be changed at
regular intervals (see the
manufacturers’ recommendations for your specific car.)
For newer cars, the computer on the vehicle usually
tells you when to change the
engine oil (Tech Talk, Winter 2012/2013.) BMW calls
every other fluid in the car
a “Lifetime Fill” fluid, as in
it should never need to be
changed. Now, what BMW
means by “Lifetime” is, the
fluid will last the lifetime of
the part it lubricates, however long that may be. The
demise of that part is usually due to the fluid breaking
down and collecting small
metal particles over time. It
seems as though this wears
the parts out faster than they
would wear if the fluid were
to be changed. Of course,
the manufacturer assumes
that when the warranty runs
out, you’re going to buy
a new car right away, so
there’s never a problem!
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Transmission Fluid
Transmission fluid is a
major one. In an automatic
transmission there are wet
clutches, gears and many
other moving, electronically-controlled
components
which need constant lubrication. When they wear against
each other they break off
microscopic bits of metal,
and these get washed out
into the fluid. When this fluid
travels back to the transmission oil pan it goes through
a filter, also in the pan. It
is a good idea to have the
transmission serviced regularly, usually every 80,000 to
100,000km’s (depending on
how you drive, of course.)
This means taking the pan
off, replacing the filter and
pan gasket and adding new
fluid. Draining the fluid from
the transmission pan only
removes roughly half the
fluid in the transmission as
the rest is caught up in the
torque converter and can’t
be easily drained. Most repair shops usually call this
a transmission service and
it is perfectly adequate to
maintain your transmission.
Repair shops who have invested in the proper specialized equipment are capable
of doing complete transmission fluid changes. They run
the transmission fluid pump
and flush new fluid through

the entire hydraulic system
inside the transmission.
Manual transmissions and
differentials usually use a
similar type of fluid and they
only need to be drained and
filled periodically. As there
are no wet clutches, solenoids, pumps or anything
else complicated, the lubrication comes from the fluid
that splashes around inside
the casing.
Power Steering Fluid
Power
steering
fluid
should be flushed about as
frequently as transmission
fluid. As there is a pump and
a gear mechanism, they will
wear out faster if there are
any metal shavings travelling through them. Of course,
if any hydraulic part of the
steering system is changed
because it is worn out, the
rest of the fluid should be
changed at the same time.
This includes the filter, which
is usually part of the reservoir bottle.
Engine Coolant
Engine coolant gets dirty
over time as it is constantly
circulating through every
part of the engine. If coolant
is left too long it will start to
break down. This can leave
lime deposits in the passages it travels through, slowly
clogging them. To avoid this,
coolant should be flushed

every 4 years with a high
quality phosphate, nitrite,
and amine-free replacement
product.
Brake Fluid
Brake fluid should be
flushed every two years at a
minimum and, depending on
how you drive, more often
would be even better. Brake
fluid is hygroscopic, meaning it absorbs water. When
brake fluid gets “wet” it has
a lower boiling point. This
means that when you apply
the brakes, as heat builds
up, the fluid has less resistance to it. If the fluid boils,
your brake pedal will go to
the floor and you won’t be
able to stop as quickly. This
also introduces water into
the braking system which
can cause corrosion buildup in components like the
ABS pump and master cylinder, shortening their lifespan. Different brake fluids
have different temperature
ratings as well as different
fluid specifications. Make
sure to always follow the
manufacturer’s recommendation printed in the owner’s
manual or on the fluid reservoir cap. Also, if you flush
the brake fluid regularly, you
can avoid the bleed screws
on the brake calipers seizing
up, avoiding the cost of replacing the calipers.
We love your questions! If
you have any you would like
answered, please send them
to tech@trillium-bmwclub.ca.

ADVANCED
DRIVING SCHOOL
What are you waiting for?

Join us and see what all the excitement is about.

Traffic isn’t getting any lighter. Have you seen a truly open
road to enjoy in the last week? Didn’t think so.
Trillium Club, a chapter of BMW Club
Canada, is about exploring the impressive limits of your BMW, safely and
guilt-free in the confines of the race
track. First and foremost, Trillium promotes safe driving. We advocate that a
safe driver is one who understands the

limits of his or her car’s handling and
knows how to correct a slide or safely
bring their car to a stop. The simple
truth is: until you’ve experienced your
BMW on the racetrack where it was
designed, you have not truly owned
your BMW.

2013 ADS Schedule:
April 26th - 28th
May 31st - June 2nd
October 4th - 6th

Register on our website www.soBMW.ca or via email scott@trillium-bmwclub.ca

What a Trillium Advanced
Driving School (ADS) Offers
• Two Full Days of Instructions & Driving
(Saturday/Sunday)
• One-on-One Instructor/Student Pairing
All Weekend
• Tons of Mosport/CTMP Grand Prix
Track Time
• In-Class Sessions
• Skid Pad Learning
• Saturday Night Track Walk & Dinner
• Tax Receipt
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2013 BMW 328i Touring Sport
Dave Pankew
Editor of Autoblog Canada
www.autoblog.com

We get giddy like school boys when we have to commute anywhere in Germany. Why?
Well, unlike our system of highways here in Canada, we get to go all out on the Autobahn
and know that the drivers around us understand the protocol to ensure proper traffic flow.
No slugs linger in the left lane, trucks are all stacked up on the right and, if you’re doing
under 150 km/h, you’re basically in the way!
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Although we have driven
some of the craziest cars to
ever roll off the line on this
high-speed network of German highways, the truth is
that it doesn’t matter what we
are driving, we always have
a blast. On this occasion we
pushed a new BMW 328i
Touring Sport to the limits at
every opportunity during our
week long test drive starting
in the Bavarian automaker’s
hometown of Munich.
The F30 3-series, as you
may already know, presently
only comes in sedan form
so it was a treat to sink our
teeth into some forbidden
fruit while across the pond.
Yes, the new F31 3-series
wagon is coming to Canada
this spring but alas, only
equipped with the xDrive
system. Since this particular version will never arrive
here, our time behind the
wheel of this RWD Eurospec wagon could possibly
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make this the only Canadian
review of it. For our jaunt
around Germany, this was
an ideal chariot with plenty
of space, cargo room and
yes, turbo power.
The 328i Touring Sport is
a slick and capable wagon
that looks fantastic from every angle. The F31 chassis
was everywhere in Germany
and have sold well since
their September 2012 release. What we first noticed
about the new Touring was
its swept back aerodynamic
shape and dramatic, drawn
out body crease. Unfortunately, the 328i Touring was
wearing its winter boots, so
we could only imagine the
stance with more striking
Sport wheels and UHP rubber. We did, however, appreciate the shadowline trim
and blacked out exhaust tips
used to enhance the presence of the car.
The chassis has been
improved in this Touring

as well. The body is 10 per
cent stiffer than the outgoing E90 version and is 40 kg
(90-pounds) lighter than its
predecessor, despite being
wider and 94mm (3.7-inches) longer. Another win here
that translates into improved
handling and fuel economy,
not to mention interior space
with these design tweaks.
The interior cabin was exactly what we expected after
driving the F30 sedan. From
the front seats forward it’s
the same car, but in the back
we find impressive rear seating with plenty of leg and
head room. These rear seats
fold down nice and flat in a
40:20:40 split and the cross
member is a two-piece design to make it lighter to remove, handle and store in
the forward compartment.
The end result converts 495
litres (17.5 cubic feet) to 1500
litres (53 cubic feet) of cargo
space. The space can be
regulated for whatever you

have back there with easy
to secure netting found in a
special compartment. The
excess volume only increases because there is no need
for a spare tire, so the floor
lifts up to reveal even more
compartmentalized
cargo
space lurking beneath.
The controls for the driver
are all the same, although
we did find the navigation
faster overall and integrated
the Sport Display. This display actually featured both
the power and torque of the
car measured in KiloWatts
and Newton-Metres. Aesthetically the red stitching,
piping and brushed aluminum inserts were an impressive touch inside the cabin.
Although we thought the
N20 2.0-litre turbo-4 was a
total anomaly in the luxurious 528i, we can say that it
is right at home in the 3-series. The added vibration and
noise of the 4-banger seems
off inside 5-series calibre
luxury, but matches the character of the 3-series just fine.
The 241-ponies in the engine
bay are eager and continue
to pull at the reigns toward
redline the whole time. The
low-down grunt is fine by us
with 258 lb-ft from 1,2504,800 rpm to haul around
anything you’ll ever need to.
The direct injection can be
a bit ticky at idle however,
the 328i sounds great under
throttle as it claws its way to
an impressive 0-100 km/h
(62 mph) in 6-seconds. Even
though there will be no 3.0L
twin-turbo planned for the
Touring in North America, it
isn’t likely that you’d need it
anyway. As we noticed with
the 328i sedan, the turbo-4
is plenty fine for most folks
and performs better with improved fuel economy than
the outgoing normally aspirated 3.0-litre six. Plus, the
automatic only option is a
refreshingly snappy 8-speed

Steptronic with paddles that
we enjoyed driving daily.
Adapting to the driver’s requirement, the 8-speed Steptronic is a thing of beauty and
enables the 3er to tear up
the Autobahn with as much
ease as the stop-n-go grind
of Munich rush hour. As for
fuel economy, the 4-cylinder promises to deliver in
this chassis. Our non-sci-

entific tests saw a scant 7.5
L/100km occasionally, but
overall we averaged just over
10 L/100km combined; rather
like it was sipping from the
60L tank. The Efficient Dynamics featured a start / stop
technology that we learned
to live with and, combined
with the regenerative braking, made for few fill ups with
pricey Euro premiums.

Yeah sounds good, but
can it shred up the Autobahn? Oh yes, we pushed
the 328i near the 200 km/h
marker for the most part
and even touched 240 km/h
when the curves disappeared. Fast, stable and capable we drove the F31 from
Munich to neighbouring Ingolstadt and covered the 90
kilometre journey in under
30 minutes! Pure joy!
Naturally we had the vehicle in Sport+ with DSC
off for the majority of our
time in this Sport-infused
wagon. In this mode the
transmission will hold revs
longer, the control of the
unassisted RWD car is predictable and it attacks the
curves with loads of vigor.
We found the Sport suspension to be very up to
the task and proof to all of
North America that wagons
can be thrilling too. At the
same time, the suspen-

sion is soft and compliant
around the city in Comfort+
mode, giving it more of an
upscale luxury ride. Our
tester also featured 4-piston fixed M Sport brake calipers which were definitely
more than adequate.
Don’t expect many variations of the Touring when
it arrives; just be thankful it
gets here at all. It will only
be available as an xDrive.
There will be no 335i version, no 6-speed manual
and a diesel is a big fat maybe. Since the buying public
doesn’t embrace wagons
but rather decides to opt
for SUVs, crossovers and
sometimes SUVs that have
become cross-overs, it will
limit the variations that we’ll
have in a solid wagon like
this. No word on official pricing, however we expect it to
be fairly in line with the current $44,800 base.

•
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First time for
everything
Ian Rae, MotorWerks Magazine

As the title of this article infers,
it is about a first time experience. The older you get you
find out there are actually
more things in the world that
can provide you with a first
time experience than repeat
happenings. For me it was my
first ever BMW CCA Oktoberfest event. And do you know
what? I never got to see what
it was all about as I spent all
my time at the Mid-Ohio track.
What better reason to make
that trip to Laguna Seca for
the 2013 edition.
Those that know me understand I am heavily into racing.
The chance to check out the
BMW Club Racing and hang
with my good friends the
Schardt family; was too good
to miss. Of course, the Canadian contingent was there,
parked in the Club Racing
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paddock so there was plenty
of ‘Eh’s’ going around. James
Clay and the BimmerWorld
crew were on site along with
their resident shooter, Halston
Pitman. He and I spend a lot
of time together at Grand-Am
races. With all my buddies
around it was almost like being at Mosport.
The race series was divided into two groups, quite simply A and B. The faster you
were and the modifications
you had allowed you to play
with the fast cars. Heading
up that group was none other than Mr. Clay himself and
his nemesis, Randy Mueller.
Watching these guys duke it
out every time they went on
track was a pleasure. They
were side-by side, nose to
tail. I have no idea who the
innocent was who the duo

surprised at the Keyhole, but
they went either side of him.
I am sure he had a story to
tell on his return to the pits.
Clay’s ride was one of his
2011 GS spec cars now.
Having moved away from
Grand-Am rules on the aero
front and adding power and
a Drenth sequential box, the
car is more competitive with
Mueller.
However Randy
still just has the edge on the
BimmerWorld head honcho.
It was nice to see the many
variants of BMW that were
now used as racecars. There
is not much you can do with
a Spec 30, but seeing the
likes of TC Kline’s Z4 and B
Spec MINI, shows that BMW
racing can be different and
you do not have to follow the
recognized routes. Between
the races BMW North Amer-

ica was giving rides in their
3.0 CSL, Performance Friction E46 PTG car as well as
their Procar M1. Those with
the biggest smile on their
faces as they alighted from
the CSL, were most probably chauffeured by none
other than BMW DTM and
NA driver Joey Hand. The
one car I really wanted to see
on track was Scott Hughes’
E36 Valvoline car.
Even
though I didn’t get to see it,
I still managed to maintain a
permanent smile as I walked
past the garage where the
full-size car sat with a 1/24th
replica on the cowl.
It was non-stop track time
at the Mid-Ohio Sports Car
Course, except for that
most civil of road race customs…lunch. Many groups
of students of various ex-

The iconic BMW 3.0 CSL

periences were part of a
well-subscribed High Performance Drivers Education
(HPDE) event. During one
of the Instructor sessions
I had the chance to ride
along with Nicky Schardt in
her E46 M3. Running on,
what is basically is considered to be, her home track
Nicky put on a great display
running on Continental Tire
Challenge cast off slicks. It
left me with a new respect
for the Mid-Ohio course.
A huge part of an October
HPDE event at Mid-Ohio is
the Forgeline Alloy Wheels
BBQ for attendees which is
put on by the Schardt family.
The packed room at a local
hotel was joined, for a period, by James Clay and the
BimmerWorld crew. They
arrived as some of their

donated prizes were being
handed out. The highlight
of the evening for me had
to be master raconteur Mike
Valentine, of radar detector
fame, spilling the beans on
how the very first Fuzz buster was developed. Unlike
many other electronic devices, it was NOT developed
in a clean environment, the
Ohio Highway Patrol can attest to that! Thanks Mike,
you were the star of the
evening; I have never been
so close to rolling around on
the floor laughing in my life.
So would I do it again?
Hell ya, only this time I would
like to try and take in more of
the other events and social
happenings. Oktoberfest at
Laguna Seca 2013 is starting
to sound better and better!

•

Top: Joey Hand looked as if he was enjoying giving rides
at Mid-Ohio. Bottom: Canadian Allan Lewis three wheels
around the keyhole.
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A Gentleman’s Race
Nigel Etherington

I hadn’t planned to go racing.
It just sort of happened last
Saturday, July 21. I was at
the instructor meeting for the
joint Ottawa & Patroon Chapter Advanced Driving School.
For the uninitiated, this is
held each year at Calabogie
Motorsport Park which is a
track with 5 kilometers and
20 turns of pure joy. I was
listening intently to one of the
owners, Richard L’Abbe (a
fellow track junkie) inviting all
my fellow instructors to run
in the Ottawa Citizen sponsored ‘Gentlemen’s Race’
series to be held that night.
What was that, I wondered?
Apparently such a race with ‘gentlemanly’ point-by
passes - was all it took to
get Richard hooked on racing and investing in a track.
I looked over at my fellow
Trillium Chapter instructor
(and Rudolph’s bread delivery expert), Dave Read.
We both said “I’m in” at the
same instant! After attending driver education events
since 2005, and instructing
for a couple of years, it felt
like time to take the next
step. I didn’t need a medical,
a competition license or a
roll cage. This was the opportunity I was waiting for. It
was now or never. Well, I did
have until 4 pm to bail. That
was when the $200 entry fee
was due. But then I’d have
to do some back-peddling
and face-saving.
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The Ottawa Citizens’ Race
series was designed to seduce fellow motorsport addicts, such as myself. With
six races over the season,
and the opportunity to rent
race-prepped Mustangs if
your daily driver was not up
to the task, this was an entry
series if there ever was one.
You must be signed off to
drive solo. This entails having completed at least one
full day session at Calabogie Motorsports Park with an
instructor, or the equivalent,
and getting officially signedoff. The novelty, apart from
running on just the East halftrack (2.2 km), was having
to obey blue flags without
fail; in other words let your
pursuer by within two ‘blue
flagged corners’ or get black
flagged for un-Lady-Bynglike behaviour.
The event began with a
qualifying period of about
30 minutes, where grid positions were determined for the
twenty cars who had signed
up. Never having been timed
before this was an opportunity to get the heart pumping. I qualified 8th! This with
a grid full of everything from
fully prepped race cars, to
Chrysler 300 sedans with Rcompound rubber. I lined up
in my yellow track-prepped
M3 behind Dave Read in his
fearsome black 930 Turbo
(6th ) and Steve Bruder in a
race-prepped Speed Mer-

chant Mustang (7th). Steve
and I had been playing ‘accordion’ on the straights and
corners. Eventual GT2 class
winner, Erwan James (9th)
was beside me in his late
model GTI. Apparently there
was some kind of reverse ordering for cars in each class
(GT1/GT2/ Mustangs) so I’m
not quite sure who was faster.
It didn’t matter. As we sat
in pit row, waiting for the formation lap, I was wondering
what was about to unfold in
my first ever timed event –
a race! I wished I’d taken
the Trillium Chapter Race
School last spring to get accustomed to circulating in
close quarters. Well it was
too late for regrets. Now
was the time for courage.
The adrenaline was flowing on the formation lap.
Coming onto the front
straight the green flag waved
and I put the hammer down!
It was a good start and I
dove inside the Mustang at
corner 1. But then, a couple
of laps into the 30 minute
race, coming on to the front
straight, I found myself under pressure from the beige
Porsche 944. Wanting to be
a true gentleman, I gave him
a point by. However, I wasn’t
going to roll over either and
so I declined to lift (as one
must always do at driving
schools.) Waiting for the
944 to overtake took an eternity and I soon found myself

side by side at the turn-in.
This left me no option but to
take a wide line up and over
the hump past the apex.
Rear wheels unweighted,
combined with a fuel starved
accelerator, made for an exciting moment as the laws
of physics presented me
with only two options. Either
‘pinch and spin’ or ‘flatten
and farm’. As the option of
facing forward while staying
on tarmac was no longer on
offer, I opted for the 4-wheel
agricultural tour. I gained a
better view of the turn one
marshal’s station but lost my
nerve - plus three places.
The next couple of laps
were spent gathering my
composure and recovering
the positions I lost. However, under the stress of
a race, I found my shifting
was rushed and on two occasions was ‘locked’ out of
gear for at least five seconds
on down-shifts. These errors
caused me to immediately
give the places won back
again. Then Dave Read in
the GT1 class came rapidly up behind me just past
‘Hook’ corner. Hard on the
gas climbing ‘Ridge’ I gave
the obligatory point-by to
Dave and then, as he swept
by with a friendly wave, upshifted to second and - -zzziinngg! – blew the tach past
the redline.
Geez Louise, where had
my consistency gone?

Afraid I might have
pooched my engine I immediately came in for a 2 minute
pit stop. I started my timer
as I came to a stop and leapt
out for some water I’d left on
the pit wall. Listening to the
engine noises I wondered if
I’d bent a valve. This concern
slowed my pace during the
second half of the race. I subsequently learned from Steve
Gailits, Club Racer & CoChief Instructor, it was just

rattling gears. They were no
longer muffled by the overheated engine oil. Oil cooler
next perhaps? Actually it was
to be a new clutch plate and
master cylinder.
The pit stop had been a
new feature in this fourth Ottawa Citizen sponsored race
and it added some interesting twists to the 26- lap race.
My racing adversaries –
those I’d so magnanimously
let by - were nowhere to be

seen. It was less exciting
but allowed me to concentrate on smoothness and
precision at race pace. As it
turned out, my lap times did
come down each lap after
the pit stop with a best lap
time of 1:25, equal to that of
the race-prepped Mustang I
closed in on. But most drivers had no idea where they
had placed at the chequered
flag due to unfortunate glitch
in the timing system! Af-

ter some math, picture and
video review and some testaments from the drivers, the
run order was figured out…
unfortunately only after the
podium pictures were taken!
‘Apparently’ I finished tenth
overall and missed the podium with a fourth place in the
GT2 class, just 10 seconds
out of second. Regardless
it was great fun and in my
mind I had won!

•
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Trillium 2013 Schedule of Events – Registration Is Open!
Trillium Spring ADS:
• April 26-28th @ Mosport
GP Track
Trillium Summer ADS:
• May 31st @ Mosport
DDT Track
• June 1-2 @ Mosport
GP track

Trillium BMWCCA Club
Race School:
• April 26-28 @ Mosport
GP Track
Trillium Mosport Club
Race
• June 28-30 @ Mosport
GP Track

Trillium Fall ADS:
• October 4-6 @ Mosport
GP Track

Trillium Auto Slalom
events:
• Sun Apr 21st @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun May 26th @ Mosport
DDT
• Sun June 23rd @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun July 21st @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun Aug 25th @ Mosport
DDT

• Sun Sept 22nd @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun Oct 20th @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun Nov 10th @
Powerade Centre Brampton
Trillium Street Survival
School
• Sun Aug 11th @
Powerade Centre Brampton
• Sun Nov 3rd @ Powerade
Centre Brampton

To register for a Trillium event please visit our website, www.soBMW.ca
Ottawa Chapter
Major Events
• Monday May 20th @
Calabogie DE
• July 19-21 @ Calabogie
DE and Club Race

Quebec Chapter
Major Events
• June 8-9 @ Mont
Tremblant DE
• July 25th @ Mont
Tremblant DE
• August 19-20 @ Mont
Tremblant DE and Club
Race

Genesee Valley Chapter
Major Events
• May 3-5 @ Watkins Glen
DE
• Aug 21-22 @ Watkins
Glen DE
• September 20-22 @
Watkins Glen DE and Club
Race

Patroon Chapter
Major Events
• May 11 @ Lime Rock DE
• June 10-11 @ Watkins
Glen DE
• July 19-21 @ Calabogie
DE and Club Race
• October 5 @ Lime Rock
DE

STREET SURVIVAL
SCHOOL It is for ALL Drivers!

OUR PROGRAM PROVIDES:

• One-on-one, in car instruction
• In-classroom learning and collaboration
• Hands-on, emergency situation recovery and
avoidance manoeuvres
• Skid pad and other car control exercises
• Safety demonstrations by professional
emergency services personnel
• Opportunity to learn how to handle
your own car in emergency situations
• Lots of learning and lots of fun in a
friendly and supportive environment!
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ACT NOW!

The school is held on a private and closed course, in a closely supervised environment.
It is supported by volunteers and sponsors who care about our communities.

2013 Schedule
Dates: Sunday August 11th & Sunday November 3rd
Duration: 8:30 am – 5:00 pm, Lunch Included
Location: The Powerade Centre, Brampton ON
Cost: $75 per student
Participants*: Any driver with a valid Ontario G2 or
G Driver’s License. A G1 license is not accepted. For
non-Ontario license holders, you must have an equivalent
valid G2 or G license to participate. All ages welcome.

REGISTER
& Spread the word!
streetsurvival@trillium-bmwclub.ca

www.soBMW.ca

B7
B7
ALPINA
Written by Shawn Molnar
Regrettably, Laguna Seca’s
back straight is about as
straight as Richard Simmons, runs uphill, and is
far too short. There was
no top-speed run to be had
– this is not Monza, nor is
it the Utah Salt Flats. But
much like Jeep buyers, I
suspect ALPINA buyers are
drawn to the fact that they
could – not that they necessarily would.
194 mph is a very impressive number; it sits squarely
in super car territory. Could
a 4-door saloon have its wits
about it to top out that kind
of pace, and deliver in the

twisty bits too? Could this 7
series based executive limo
be, gulp, track worthy?
I was invited to test its
mettle around Laguna Seca,
one of the greatest racetracks this side of the Atlantic. Laguna Seca’s technical
corners, elevation changes
and heavy braking zones
made for an ideal test bed to
decipher the B7′s true performance.
They made it faster?
Since I drove the B7 last,
it has gained another 40 hp
and 22 lb-ft of torque, now
showing a tour-de-force 540
hp and 538 ft-lb of torque. It

hardly needed it. I recall the
last thing I thought the B7
needed was more power.
But I’m not complaining.
This additional spin and
twist brings the speedometer to new found territories
on the needle. It also gets
from 0-60 in a staggering
4.3 seconds – we suspect
that with a backwind, warm
tires, and a small prayer you
can get your B7 will reach 60
mph even quicker than the
stated figures. Car and Driver magazine recently managed a staggering 0-60 mph
time of 3.9 seconds during
their testing.

What about the possibility
of executive first-class flight?
Thanks to wind-tunnel
tuned aero the B7 achieves
near 0-lift at speed. This allows all 4,655 lbs to push the
sticky Michelin rubber deep
into the pavement while
you’re ripping through the
atmosphere beyond Learjet
take-off rotation speeds.
All of the above is possible
thanks to a few key technical enhancements. Under
the, hood larger turbos have
been added to increase
boost pressure, and the engine now features BMW’s
Continued on next page
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throttle-less
“Valvetronic”
valvetrain technology for
better throttle response and
improved fuel economy. If
my memory from the press
launch serves me correctly,
the additional performance
does not come at the consequence of increased emissions – these figures remain
the same.
A new 8-speed transmission makes its way into the
B7 for 2013, and this transmission is excellent in every
measurable and tactile way.
It is quick-shifting, smooth
and positive in feel. Another
benefit is further increased
fuel economy and range
thanks to the added gear.
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I lament that the B7 lacks
flappy paddles for manual
shifting – it resorts to buttons
on the back of the steering
wheel, a very poor alternative when you’re on track.
Green Flag.
Strapping in with none
other than ALPINA proprietor, Andreas Bovensiepen
by my side (also a distinguished racer of yore, Andreas has won the 24 hours
of Nürburgring among other
notable wins and championships in his racing career), I
set off for a warm-up lap to
bring the tires and brakes
up to temperature. During
this fast but still restrained
lap, it felt like we could be
on our way to get groceries.

Even eclipsing highly illegal
speeds, the B7 feels sedate,
quiet, refined.
To really unleash the B7′s
performance potential, you
must positively spank it.
Nothing less than 10/10ths
even feels fast in this saloon
– so quiet and relaxed is its
demeanor. But push it to its
very limits and it will reward
you with a wicked sports car
ride that feels raw and truly
unleashed.
I was wise to have saved
the B7 until the end of the
day, after I had many laps
under my belt – Laguna
Seca is not a track one can
learn in a handful of laps. After finding a good line, however, I was able to step into

the B7 and appreciate a few
key attributes. To my mind,
the B7′s greatest strength
is not found under hood, but
rather in its handling.
The balance, steering,
feel and immediacy of this
car are staggering. I have
driven it back to back with
the M3 on track and felt that
it has more neutral handling
– it is very happy to rotate
where the M3 will show
mild understeer and must
be provoked to rotate. Of
course, you feel its weight,
but not its full measure. This
sedan weighs 4,655 lumps
of butter, but melts the lard
away. It is decidedly obvious that the B7′s handling
was tuned and perfected at

the hand of none other than
Andreas himself – a decorated racer.
The B7′s weakness is in
its brakes; after several hard
laps they were making groaning noises (not the pleasurable sort) and ultimately fading away in power. This car
would stand to benefit more
from BMW’s new carbon
compound brakes than any
other car in the stable.
Another stand-out weakness: the absence of a
proper limited slip differential. On a car of this performance, power, and price
point, I would have expected
ALPINA to add one. It certainly needs it; adding power
after apex, the inside wheel

will spin up, making plenty of
smoke and wasting precious
accelerative force.
So: add flappy paddles,
carbon compound brakes
and LSD, and the B7 will be
ready to embarrass sports
cars all day long – your
whole family waving as you
brake deep into a corner and
sneak past on the inside. Or
you could wait until the back
straight and lay waste with
194 mph showing on the
speedometer. What a car.
Pricing starts just shy of
$154,000 in Canadian dollars - note that we are paying
a pretty steep premium over
the $127,600 USD price
considering that the dollar
is near par. Regardless of

where you buy it, the price
climbs from there with the
addition of all-wheel drive,
and a long wheelbase option. Less is far more in this
case – stick with the short
wheelbase rear wheel drive
version for the best handling. Competition comes
from the likes of the Porsche
Panamera Turbo, Aston
Martin Rapide, Audi S8 and
Mercedes S63 AMG. Good
relative value, hand finished
assembly and highly exclusive production numbers will
draw buyers to the super car
of Buchloe.

•

-This article originally published at bmwblog.com.
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Controversial Corner

Where
have all of the Manuals gone?
Written by John Venditti
There was a time not so
long ago in a galaxy far, far
away…..wait no, that’s not
right. There was a time, in
the not so distant past, when
the majority of BMWs sold
in Canada were sold with
manual transmissions. The
BMW brand was practically
synonymous with manual
transmissions.
That has
long since changed. The
option of being able to even
purchase a manual has decreased with every new
model that comes out. This
is not solely a BMW phenomenon but is happening
with almost every other automotive manufacturer as
well. Thankfully a precious
few models are still available
with a REAL manual transmission; that is, one with
a proper clutch pedal, but
more on that later.
I’ve been noticing this topic
creeping up a lot lately, especially at performance driving
events. The conversation
usually becomes quite a
hefty debate. The argument
is whether the advancement
in Double Clutch Transmission (DCT) technology is
superior to the traditional
manual. I know many feel
the technology behind some
of the new DCT’s surpasses
the ‘basic’ clutch pedal cars.
I disagree. Before you react,
let me explain. I’m not saying the fact that a DCT can
shift within a blink of an eye
isn’t amazing, nor am I saying it isn’t quicker. It is quicker, but that is not my point.
A large part of performance
driving and enthusiast driving is the feedback one receives from the controls.
The gratification you get
when you successfully heel
and toe downshift with per-
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fectly matched revs at the
apex of turn 9 at CTMP/Mosport is unmatched. Sweet!
A DCT can accomplish this
smoother and faster than I
ever could, but who cares?
I’m still fist pumping in my
head down the front straight
thinking how awesome that
feeling was. I know I will
never grace the starting grid
at the next BTCC (British
Touring Car Championship)
race, but I feel as though
I could! If you are into the
technology and are looking for the quickest way to
accelerate, then there are
many DCT’s waiting for you
to test drive them. I, however, personally feel most of
the feel from the drivetrain is
lost with the DCT’s.
Back to the everyday real
world. For many years now

I have consistently logged
over 50,000 km’s a year
working in sales and I’ve
done it with a manual transmission. Some great highway kilometres, some mired
in traffic. Not once, through
the incredible heat of summer or the blistering cold of
winter, have I said to myself
“oh, I wish this was an automatic.” You adjust for the
conditions. The satisfaction
of driving a manual far outweighs the (very) few cons.
Actually, to me, there are no
cons. I just don’t see driving
as work and thankfully my
wife agrees. We both would
rather drive manual transmission cars.
This leads me to the next
point. I fully understand the
majority of Canadians prefer, and actually purchase,

more automatics. Manufacturers have been wise to
supply Canadians with what
they want. My main beef
with the manufacturers is
they seem to have the mentality that it is all or nothing.
They can’t seem to offer
both. Some manufacturers
would have you believe that
there is literally no demand
and that is the reason why
they are no longer offering it
as a choice. A perfect example of this is the sad fact that
the only 5 series BMW available today, with a manual, is
the M5; I really love driving
the older 535i and 540i’s.
Some of you may know I
work for a BMW dealership
now and it is a fact; most
people who come in are
buying automatics, much to
my chagrin. However there
is a small glimmer of hope.
I have been pleasantly surprised to notice that there
seem to be others like me
(a scary thought, I agree.)
People are still coming in
asking, and in fact insisting on buying a car with a
manual transmission. A client recently purchased a
3 series instead of a 5 series (which is what he really
wanted) simply because he
couldn’t get it with a manual
transmission.
Unfortunately, I don’t see
this trend towards automatics improving as we move
forward. I just hope that
manufacturers don’t lose
sight of the fact that there is
still a reasonably sized contingency of buyers out there
who still want their modes
of transportation to be more
involved than simply having
a stop and go pedal! Help
save the manuals!

•

AWD: Awful Wheel Drive or
Awesome
Wheel Drive?
Written by By Rob Carr
Oh no, another article where
the dual-wheelies rant on
about how anything that deviates from the ‘standard’
design on a sedan or coupe
is heresy. Not really, but AllWheel Drive (AWD) does
have a problem; It is more
misunderstood than understood. Myths abound even
though the manufacturers
themselves stick to the facts
on the product brochure, lest
they be sued for misrepresentation. Sadly, for a select
few, ignorance about what
can and can’t be done with
AWD has been fatal. This
article explores some of the
details and dives into what
all-wheel drive technology
really is and what it actually
does. If you were hoping for
an article on the history of

the seat belt you’ve come
to the wrong page. If talk of
torque, gears, or differentials
is just a blur, put down the
article and use it as a drinks
coaster. Even the ‘easy’ explanation takes some time to
understand.
Mythbusters
These days, if you believe
the ads you can’t live without
All-Wheel-Drive. It does your
shopping, feeds your pet
and sustains your life force.
Living without it is like trying to get by without lungs.
No 4x4 in your car? You’re
driving around in a gasoline
and matches truck, death
mere moments away. Your
life is unfulfilled. This bonkers treatment of all-wheel
drive (AWD) by most major
manufacturers is puzzling.

87 Mulock Drive, Newmarket

They seem to have forgotten
that we’ve had almost a century of successful motoring
with 2-wheel drive. In fact,
most modern cars including
everything from Ferraris to
Fiats, police cars to ambulances, still roll off the line as
2-wheel drive models.
Selling AWD is like selling magic elixir. Few really
understand it and nothing
is printed on the bottle. Yet,
a common belief is that it is
is something special and it
prevails. No one even bothers to ask “Why call it AllWheel-Drive?” Including the
spare, don’t most cars have
5 wheels? No wonder those
Subaru, Ford, Chevy, etc.
AWD models are so good.
They’ve got five wheels.
Only 4 of them are attached

to the engine but they’ve got
five wheels. Look at Audi,
BMW, and Mercedes. Their
AWD models are clearly inferior since they use “runyour-wallet-flat” tires and
hence only have 4 wheels.
Five is more than four. Most
makes are cheaper too,
compared to the German
Luxa-Trio. So what’s a highbrow maker to do? Call your
machine XDrive, 4Matic, or
Quattro. That’s different!
Whether it’s AWD or SuperDooperBestyMegaDrive
you’re looking at a 4x4,
which means, of the four
wheels touching the road, all
four are linked to the engine.
For front or rear wheel drive
vehicles the term 4x2 applies
(i.e. four-touching-the-road
Continued on next page
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wheeled vehicles have 2 of
4 linked to the engine.) A 4x2
may also be something your
wife hits you with when you
spend too much time working on either your 4x4 or 4x2.
But 4x4 is too Joe Lunchpail
for the yacht club set and too
dirty for inhabitants of suburban utopias. A somewhat
inaccurate acronym will fix
that problem. Don’t expect
any automaker to correct the
ad text anytime soon.
So the term AWD is a little
off but that’s not as big an issue as 4x4 misconceptions.
These include “AWD is safer”, “AWD has more traction”
or even “AWD handles better”. While auto companies
sing praises to AWD even
they don’t make such claims.
They dodge litigation by
avoiding terms like ‘superior
handling’ or ‘excellent ride’.
Remember, this is an industry often prone to techno

prose over plain old English.
What is “Enhanced full-time
awareness provided through
superior reflection technology”? A rear view mirror.
Even a cosmetics company
would naturally blush over
that one.
AWD misconceptions are
easy to dispel though. Start
with safety. An airbag is a
safety system. So is a seat
belt, crumple zone, door
bars, double-welded support pillars, safety glass,
firewall, etc. Not only do the
carmakers say these are
safety systems, so does the
government. The government even has standards for
these systems. Can Chrysler use a Hefty bag and a
can of ‘Aruban’ air for an
airbag? Can Rolls-Royce
use the pancreas of a closeto-extinction tropical forest
squirrel to make seat belts?
On top of standards there
are statistics and test data

showing the effectiveness of
safety systems. Neither stats
nor standards exist for AWD.
The number of people killed
by the “Snow People” when
their vehicle was stuck due to
a lack of snow tires is not Statistics Canada data.. “If only
I had bought AWD a zombie would not be eating my
brains now” is not a common
road safety issue. Stats on
fatalities and injuries involving vehicles with and without
airbags, seatbelts, and other
safety devices abound. Even
insurance companies don’t
offer discounts for AWD.
AWD is a system of distributing engine torque among
multiple wheels, not a safety
system. Some may say AWD
is an ‘active’ or ‘passive’ safety system but AWD is neither.
Examples of active safety
systems are steering and
brakes. Passive systems include seat belts and airbags.
If AWD was a safety system,

would there not be a jingle,
brochure, or commercial with
Buster the crash test dummy? Saying AWD is a safety
system is like saying red
bowling balls are more fruity
than green bowling balls. The
adjective doesn’t apply.
Certainly AWD must have
more traction. Isn’t it a traction system? But the ‘D’
stands for ‘drive’ not ‘traction’. It’s just a drive system,
or they’d call it All-Wheel
Traction. Carmakers don’t
even say it has more traction
or they’d be stuck explaining
‘more’. Does a two-wheel
drive car have one million
trago-flags of traction while a
4x4 has 2 million? Traction is
basically adhesive force. It is
the amount of ‘stick’ a vehicle has to its driving surface.
This makes traction dependent on many variables. It’s
also hard to quantify unlike
top speed, max torque or
Continued on page 31

Delivering
Delicious Bavarian
Rye Breads
390 Alliance Ave. Toronto, ON M6N 2H8 • Tel: 416-763-4315 or 800-268-1589

Available at Your Favourite Supermarket!
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European
Delivery
Written by Scott Reynolds
Call it Valencia orange eye
candy. The limited production sports coupe that looked
as if it would never get produced was right in front of
me. The brand new 2011 1
series M, or 1M as I call it,
was sparkling on a rotating
turntable under the magnificent glass roof of the Welt
delivery center in Munich.
And this baby was mine!
Wow. Now to blast around
the city and other parts of
Germany and Austria. Then
on to Nürburgring for some
hot laps before shipping it
home. What a dream trip.
Bucket list stuff for sure.
But wait, let me back up.
For years, as many BMW
enthusiasts have done before me, I have wanted to
experience European deliv-

ery. While I had pondered
and dreamed of this adventure and even bored my wife
Karin many times with the
talk of it, I had not “pulled
the trigger” on the right car.
When confirmation of the 1M
production came through I
knew it had to be that one!
My friend Ken T was helpful in getting me a confirmed
order and we coordinated
our cars to be delivered on
the same day, in the same
colour, on April 30, 2011 in
Munich.
I used the Toronto Auto
Show in February 2011 to
reveal the new purchase to
Karin. See, this was my little secret until then. So, as
we approached the gleaming 1M in the BMW Canada
display at the show, I asked

“So…how do you like it?”
But she had heard that so
many times before that it did
not mean anything. She was
duly impressed, so I blurted
out with relief, “Glad you like
it… so how would you like
to get ours in Munich this
spring?!” She nearly fell over
and damaged the paint on
the display car. I was able
to catch her and we had a
laugh over the secret order and my obvious obsession. We were both excited
to start planning a vacation
piloting our new 1M around
Germany. It was going to be
unreal.
After a transatlantic flight,
a walk around Munich for a
few hours and some restless
sleep, we are now up early
for our Big Day. We arrive

at the Welt and are immediately treated like we are very
special. These BMW hosts
do this delivery process 80100 times per day, yet we
are toured around, wined
and dined like we are the
only ones here! An incredible treat. Once our license,
registration and insurance
documents are processed it
is on to the main event. The
reveal. BMW host Wolf is
fantastic, taking the time to
go through all items of the
new ride. Our twin cars sit
side by side eagerly awaiting
their new owners. Mmmmm,
the orange stitched black
leather beckons and we
climb aboard, the rich aroma greeting us as we slide
inside. I run my hand over
Continued on next page
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the rich alcantara trim. Make
a few adjustments to the
manual sport seats, the mirrors. Punch the start button
and she roars to life. Wow,
now that sounds like the little
beast we were hoping for!
Quick blip of the throttle. Dip
the clutch, snick the meaty
shifter into first and we’re off
into the sunshine and busy
city streets.
We drive out of the glass
temple into the bright day
and onto a week of driving
and adventure in Germany.
What a beautiful city through
the windshield of the new M.
And the looks from locals as
we drive matching orange
coupes that are just released
to the public are so satisfying. The car is the rock star
Continued on next page
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IT’S TIME YOU JOINED

THE CLUB
BENEFITS OF CLUB
MEMBERSHIP:
•

20% off CAA Membership

•

Parts & Accessory Discount at
Participating BMW Dealerships, including 17% off at Serpa BMW in
Newmarket

•

Quarterly Subscription to Contact
Magazine Delivered to Your Door

•

Access to all Advanced Driving
Schools @ Mosport / Canadian
Tire Motorsport Park Grand Prix
Track

•

Autoslalom Championship

•

Street Survival Schools

•

Monthly Social Meetings @ Exciting Venues & With Terrific Guest
Speakers

•

Automatic BMW CCA & International Membership Affiliation

•

Discounts at Supporting Businesses
such as Sportscar Boutique, Wheels
Direct, W.H. Lubricants, German
Mechanics, Raven Performance,
Bavarian Motors etc.

•

Notifications Sent To Your Inbox
For All Upcoming Events including Sponsored Events Such As
Tedfest & Bimmercruise

•

Wine Tours

•

Concours

•

Winter Go Kart Championship

•

Annual Christmas Banquet

•

Affiliation with CASC

And Much More!

Why Should I Join?
Trillium is the founding Chapter of the BMW Club of Canada. With this history comes the experience and knowledge necessary to run a very successful
and prestigious club. Just bought your first BMW? Owned one (or several)
for years and now have some time on your hands? Don’t own a BMW but
want to participate in our amazing Advanced Driving Schools, Autoslaloms
etc? We welcome everyone!
Being a part of our membership you’ll find yourself among an eclectic
group of people who are bound together by an enduring passion. We share
the job of car ownership and create lifelong friends in the process.

Learn more at

www.soBMW.ca
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though, and we know that.
It’s a real head turner. And
the performance! Now how
do I get on to the Autobahn?
We cruise and blast though
country lanes, villages and
mountains. This is so great.
We stop at Neuchwanchstien Castle and then head
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up the famous Romantic
Road to the commerce capital of Frankfurt. We see the
old Opera House, previously ruined by bombing. The
building and gardens are
now restored to their original glory. Then we head on
to the contrast of the modern architecture of the glass

Opera House. Karin’s cousin
plays in the Symphony so
we get the backstage tour
and meet the musicians. We
stay to see the opera opening that night and although
it’s not our preferred form of
entertainment, we did enjoy
it. It was one of those rare,
special experiences.
Once our tour of Frankfurt
finishes, it is on to Nürburg.
Enroute there, on a wide
open section of Autobahn,
we stretch the car’s legs for
the first time. Running up
through the gears, keeping
a watchful eye on the tach,
careful not to overstress
the still newish engine,
we climb up to indicated
235kph. There is still a 5 series sedan keeping a similar
gap. These Germans do enjoy driving quickly. Nürburg
is all about cars. A small
jewel of a town in the Eifel
Mountains, the scenery is
gorgeous. The old castle

ruins are great to see too,
but I am really here to drive.
The Ring is special as we all
know. I had the opportunity
to drive it in 2008 in a rental
so I knew the track a little
bit. Now with the fat leather
wheel of the 1M in my hands
it is even more special. I buy
the 25 lap package with the
intent to really enjoy the car
over the next 2 days. I am
immediately impressed by
the on track performance,
literally right from the factory. This car is incredible!
This track is fantastic! Life
is good. I’m as happy as a
puppy with two tails! As we
head for home I suggest
that I may want to enjoy this
experience again. Karin just
laughs, assuming at some
point the obvious would be
stated. Now how about an
M2 or M3 in spring 2014?
Something to dream about
again for sure.

•
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Cars As Octagons?
Written by Bill Peikos

The new MMA craze (Mixed
Martial Arts) is not my favourite entertainment; however I must admit that I have
watched it on TV more than a
few times. It is a brutal sport,
with the octagon (ring) often
covered in blood from the
fighters inflicting tremendous
punishment on each other.
No wonder it has eclipsed
boxing as a popular “fighting
art”. Anything goes - short of
poking one’s eyes out.
If you haven’t seen it, its
general idea is to be as brutal as possible. Due to its
popularity it has grown from
DVD “cottage industry” just
a few short years ago, to a
multi-billion dollar network
and Pay-Per-View business.
By now you may be wondering what MMA and cars
have in common, and why
on Earth am I writing about
it?! Well, there is one aspect
shared by the MMA fighters and many unsuspecting
motorists: a flying knee kick!
What the...? OK, OK, allow
me to explain: As suggested
earlier, MMA sports offer only
limited rules and, unlike boxing, hitting with elbows and
knees are allowed (in addition to all kinds of other spectacular techniques of course.)
Enter the devastating “flying
knee kick”, where a fighter

usually latches himself to the
opponents head with both of
his arms, while striking his
face with a knee. The effect
is often quite devastating and
really not pretty to watch.
Still confused? Enter the
droves of motorists, specifically passengers, who enjoy
riding shotgun with their feet
up on the front dash. I am sure
we have all seen them: mostly
women and mostly in SUVs/
vans, relaxing in a reclined position during the ride, with their
feet up on the front dash.
Our local autobahn (aka
Hwy 400) is notorious for

this, especially every weekend during Cottage Season.
However, this trend seems
to have grown everywhere
now, like a mutating virus!
So what’s the issue here and
where is a parallel to aforementioned MMA and its infamous flying knee kick?
In case you haven’t figured
it out by now, here’s a clue:
an air bag located in the very
dash that the feet are resting
on. Now let’s use our imagination to see what would happen if this air bag went off?
I suspect the legs (now
likely instantly broken) would

come flying towards their
owner, with knees impacting their face at a speed and
force of a deploying (read:
exploding) air bag. Those of
us who have attended the
Trillium Club’s excellent
Street Survival School know
just how violent such an event
is. You really have to see an
actual air bag being set off
(in a controlled environment)
to believe it. Attend the next
Street Survival School and
you can experience this.
Bring your kids too!
I shudder to think of the
consequences of this ‘feeton-dash’ phenomenon. Did
you visualize what would
happen? Did you cringe?
Got this funny feeling running down your spine?
Good! That’s exactly a response any sane person
should have. If not, perhaps
the Ultimate Fighter TV Series is in your future!
Now please think of your
wife/daughter/sister...
a
good friend... yourself...and
warn them!
Given so many passengers seem totally oblivious to
this risk, I am stumped as to
why car manufacturers aren’t
posting dire warnings about
it, given the location of air
bags (never mind that such
Continued on page 31
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From BBQ’s at the park
to trips to Mosport watching the races with Dad,
my childhood memories of
this first 5 series 1980 528i
(E12) are invaluable. Now
that it has been passed
down to me, it’s my turn to
create new memories with
my two young boys and
loving wife.
In 1999 the exterior was
restored and transformed
into European trim, just in
time for my wedding day.
Since then, new (NOS)
parts haven’t stopped being added. Fast forward
to 2007 when a pair of
very supportive, old school
Recaro seats were added.
This classic E12 started
its life as an M30 powered
2.8 litre inline 6. In 2011
a 15+ year old dream finally became reality. I was
fortunate to have the opportunity to transplant an
S38B36 BMW Motorsport

heart from an E34 M5 into
this fine body. At the same
time, braking was also improved using factory BMW
E34 M5 brakes.
It’s extraordinary to experience the generosity of
friends who share the same
passion for this Marque.
Whether it was through
their knowledge or physical
labour, they have always
come through in my time
of need. For their support
I am forever grateful.
As much as I loved to
listen to the wonderful
sounds of the M30, the
fine symphony produced
from the S38 transports
you to another world. My
youngest boy Ethan also
knows this sound all too
well. When we begin driving he often shouts out
“Daddy, vroo00oom!” My
oldest son Lucas smirks
because of what typically
follows Ethan’s request.
Uniting classic BMW styling and BMW Motorsport
engineering has resulted
in my family’s ultimate E12
driving machine.

Readers Ride

1990
325i
Written by Stephen Gobbi
I’ve been a member of the
BMW Club of Canada,
Trillium Chapter for two
years now and it’s been a
blast! The club is a great way
to meet people who share
a similar passion, not only
about BMW cars but pretty
much anything automotive.
When asked if I would like
to write about my 1990 E30
325i for Contact Magazine’s
first ever Reader’s Rides
section, I was grateful but
also surprised. My car, in its
glorious “Rusting-Schwarz”
on brown/black colour combination (brown sport seats
and black door cards) may
not be in mint showroom
condition, but it definitely
makes up for it in character.
Anyone who came out to a
Trillium Autoslalom event
last year should recognize
my car. I was at every event
and might even be the only
member to have done so in
2012.

BAVARIAN MOTORS INC.
The GTA’s Premier BMW Specialists

Just like most E30 owners, I’m not afraid to get
my hands dirty working on
my car and I’m sure, if you
ask anyone who knows me,
they’ll tell you I spend way
too much time out in the
garage working on it. In an
on-going quest to someday
convert the car to a full out
track car, I’ve been slowly
making changes as I see
fit - or when something
breaks, which is usually
the case! The first thing I
changed was the stock suspension. This was replaced
with a Ground Control coil
over kit, along with polyurethane bushings. Next
was the improved shifter
feel which I achieved with
a double shear selector
rod and shorter ratio shift
lever. By changing the rubber flex lines with stain-

less steel braided lines, as
well as installing Brembo
slotted rotors up front and
more aggressive brake
pads all around, I improved
the braking system. A front
shock tower brace was added to stiffen up the chassis
and the front sub-frame
was also reinforced. Last
winter I needed a project to
keep me busy so I tried my
hand at engine building for
the first time. Using a spare
M20 I had kicking around,
I built a budget 2.8L Stroker. I completed the build
with some IE HD rockers,
Schrick 284 cam and long
tube headers.
Upcoming modifications
may or may not include
a custom built individual
throttle body set-up, a set
of adjustable control arms,
a modified rear subframe,
and some adjustable sway
bars. Hopefully come next
year the car will be going
on a diet, having the interior stripped and a full roll
cage installed, that’s when
the real fun will begin!

Service to ALL Makes & Models
7634 Woodbine Ave., Unit #6 Markham, ON L3R 2N2
905-479-1769 • www.bavarianmotors.ca
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Testimonials – Saying it how it is:

HIGH QUALITY.
TOP VALUE.
SERIOUS FUN.

CAR DOESN’T START WELL?

ROUGH RUNNING?
POOR FUEL ECONOMY?
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE SYMPTOMS OF BAD INJECTORS.
Bring your injectors in to get fully Flow tested and Ultrasonically
cleaned with the professionals here at Performance Diesel Injection.

Both Gas and Diesel Injection
System Professionals
Mention this Ad And get
10% off your cleAning

There is nothing quite as
satisfying as unsolicited testimonials! Here are just a few
examples of what our new
members had to say about
the September ADS/ASL
event at Mosport.
Hello,
A great big thanks for taking
pictures of my car on the track.
I had the most amazing weekend, with lots of fantastic
memories.
I look forward to next year!
Thanks again,
Tamara

Call Giles for Info: 905-940-2266

www.performancediesel.ca

Instructor Training

& Continuous Improvement
At Trillium we pride ourselves on always
looking for ways to improve our club and
experiences for our members.
Are you a current Trillium Instructor?

All current Trillium BMW Club Instructors are required to attend one of the two classroom courses
plus a Friday half day on-track training at any of
our 3 driving school events this year. If you did not
attend the course held on February 24, the next
course is being held March 24th between 9am and
5 pm. Please see below for location information.

Hi Bill,
I got the gym bag as well as
the pictures you sent me on
Saturday.
Thank you so much for everything! I’m so glad I was able to
get the tires installed because
this weekend was simply incredible! Even the rain wasn’t able to
spoil the amount of fun I had. :)
I’ll leave my Z06 in Toronto and
come back for it next spring.
I’ll time it so that I’ll fly back to
Toronto for the next Mosport
session and then drive it back to
Canmore. Haha!
See you in Canmore!

Would you like to become a Trillium
Instructor?

New candidates, who have been invited to take
Instructor Training, are required to be at the advanced student level and attend at least one of the
two classroom courses plus the required training
at all 3 driving school events this year. If you did
not attend the course held in February, the next
course is being held March 24th between 9am and
5 pm. Please see below for location information.

Latvian Centre

4 Credit Union Dr., North York, ON
*Other dates will be added throughout the year

PLEASE CONTACT
JOHN DIMOFF by email or
phone to register.
john.dimoff@trillium-bmwclub.ca
905-477-1800
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Coming from out of town?
Contact us for additional dates/times

www.soBMW.ca

Hey Bill
Had a great time today. Couple
more days and a few slight
changes to the car and I think
I can have that track figured
out......
Take care
Paul

Hi Bill,
Pictures look great! Thank you.
I think I noticed a sweatshirt you
had on that said Powell racing? If
so, I used to work down the road
from them and brought my old
car there for a few mods.
Just to retouch on the volunteering topic, which we spoke about
for a brief minute this morning.
Whenever you need help please
don’t hesitate to call or email me.
I’d be more than glad to help!
As today came to an end I was
very confident about my driving and very satisfied with my
instructor (Peter K).
I learnt more than I thought was
possible and look forward to attending the next event in April.
Thank you again,
Joe
Thanks for the pics Bill, and
thank you so much for telling me
about the school it was awesome.
See you at the next one,
Andrew
Hi Bill,
I just wanted to thank you and
the instructors for an awesome
first day. It was a very well organized event and I look forward to
learning more tomorrow.
I’m glad it rained today; it taught
me about my car and how it
reacts in different environmental conditions. It was a good
introduction to advanced driving
because of the transition from
wet to dry.
Thanks again and I’ll see you
tomorrow,
Joe

www.soBMW.ca

AWD: Awful Wheel Drive or
Awesome Wheel Drive?
Continued from page 22

even standard air pressure.
Tires (which form the primary basis of traction) vehicle
weight, and driving surface
conditions, are combined to
determine adhesive force.
Not convinced? Use a nail
gun on a 4x4’s tires to ‘adjust’ tire pressure and note
the difference in traction.
Dump a few hundred litres of
Vaseline onto the road and
see how far a 4x4 can get.
Now attach a giant helium
balloon to the 4x4 making
it light as feather. As these
variables change so does
traction. But posting the formula for adhesive tractive
force on car ads isn’t considered Avant Garde advertising. It’s considered your last
day on the job.
The argument of better
handling also seems more
subjective than objective.
Dancing and figure skating
have more universal guidelines on how they’re judged.
Automobile handling? My
word versus yours. Porsche
places engines in the rear of
some of its models and there

are those who feel this compromises handling. On the
other hand, many who have
driven these models would
say that they are among the
best handling cars they’ve
driven. Was handling added using a spell cast by a
Gandalfian Wizard? No, it
was added by design. Suspension and chassis setup
are primary in determining
handling. To demonstrate
this point, disengage any vehicle’s drive system by placing it in neutral. Does the
handling totally disappear?
While the drive system does
play a role in car control,
claims of ‘better’ handling by
AWD equipped vehicles are
often dependent on previously mentioned elements.
Doing the Dakar Rally?
You’ll want AWD for the nonexistent roads. Driving on
pavement? The preference
for 4x2 remains.
Stay tuned for the 2nd part
of “The AWD Debate” coming in the next issue of Contact Magazine!

•

Ramblings from the Pits
Continued from page 27

“feet up” sitting positions
would be most unfortunate,
even without one, during any
crash). Or why our finest in
uniforms aren’t handing out
fat fines for it. After all, the
law clearly cares about our
safety, including stiff fines for
not wearing seat belts, texting while driving, etc. Why
then ignore a risk of flying
through the windshield or
having knee caps embedded in one’s forehead? That
is surely one very ugly prospect. If you don’t believe me:
watch some MMA tonight.
In the next edition of Contact: What whale harpoon-

ing and knitting (while driving) have in common. Need
a clue? All sharp objects
penetrate flesh easily. In
all seriousness, let’s think
of consequences whenever
placing any objects between
a body and an air bag(s).
What is the moral of this
story? Your car is full of explosive devices known as
“air bags.” Learn their many
locations (a dozen is often
standard these days) and act
accordingly. This way, in the
event they go off, they can
perform as designed and actually save you vs. maim you.
Happy motoring!

•

North American BMWCCA
C-Modified Champions
2007, 2008, 2009, 2011

BMW Service Modification & Motorsport
Advanced Driver Training & Coaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom chromolly cages & half-cages
Complete chassis fabrication & setup
Engine building – street, track, race
DTA & Pectel race engine management
Race Technology, DTA, Pectel & Motec
digital dashboards & data loggers
Brake upgrades – AP Racing, Performance
Friction, Pagid, Hawk
Suspensions – Motion Control, JRZ, AST,
Moton & Bilstein
Four wheel alignment & corner balancing
Race wheels, slicks, track tires & high
performance street tires
Safety gear – OMP, Sabelt, TRS Motorsport,
Teamtech
AMSOIL lubricants

www.ravenperformance.com

905-477-1800
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BMW Appearance Enhancements
Wheel and Tire Packages

1

BMW Track Tuning

3

Parts and Service

5
6

Exhaust Tuning

7

Power Upgrades

Z
X

CALL TODAY: (905) 907-1001
or email us at: info@pfafftuning.com
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